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1 Introduction

Tolong Siki is an alphabet used for writing Kurukh (ISO 639-3: kru), a Dravidian language spoken by 2.28
million persons in India, primarily in the states of Jharkhand, Bihar, andWest Bengal. It was invented in 1988
by Dr. Narayan Oraon of Gumla district, Jharkhand. The script was developed over the years in collaboration
with Francis Ekka, the former director of the Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore; Padma
Shri Ram Dayal Munda, the former Vice Chancellor of Ranchi University; and Dr. Nirmal Minz, founder
principal, Gossner College, Ranchi. Tolong Siki was formally published on May 15, 1999.

In 2010, I submitted “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Tolong Siki Script in the UCS” (N3811 L2/10-106)
to the Unicode Technical Committee. At that time, relatively little was known about Tolong Siki outside of
the Kurukh community. So, the purpose of that document was to inform an international audience about
the existence and usage of Tolong Siki. It was not a formal request to include the script in The Unicode
Standard. Also, as Tolong Siki is a newly-invented script, there was a need to measure the suitability of
including the script in Unicode. Tolong Siki is one of more than twenty scripts that have been invented in
the past thiry years. Some of these scripts are used today, while many are not. Also, those in use have display
varying degrees of the following attributes that help to determine suitability of encoding a script in Unicode:
stability of the script and character repertoire; acceptance by the user community; usage in publications;
technological development; and institutional support or official recognition.

I have monitored the usage and development of Tolong Siki over the past twelve years. The script’s creator,
Narayan Oraon, has provided updates through the years. I have been contacted regarding the status of Tolong
Siki in Unicode by numerous members of the user community, among whom Ashwin Kumar Kispotta has
provided me with substantial document of the script. Based on this information, it is clear today that Tolong
Siki has achieved the aforementioned criteria.

1. Stability Tolong Siki has remained highly stable in its structure and basic repertoire from the time
of its official release in 1999. The vowel and consonant letters, as well as digits, are unchanged in
both inventory, semantics, and form. Latin punctuation continue to be used. Changes have been made
to the set of diacritics signs, namely the addition of new signs that extend the ability of the script to
represent new sounds.
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2. Acceptance The script is very much alive and enjoys increasing usage within the Kurukh-speaking
communities in India. It is taught to Kurukh speakers in primary schools, cultural organizations, and
through community publications.

3. Development Two digitized fonts are available for Tolong Siki. “Singi Dai”was designed byNemhas
Ekka of Lohardaga district, Jharkhand and released in March 2007. The second, “Kelly Tolong” was
designed by Kislaya IT Services (KITS) and released in April 2007. The “Kelly Tolong” font is used
in this proposal, and is the font used in the Kurukh Times and most books.

4. Publications Primers for the script have been published both by community organizations and state
education boards, and in different languages. Various Kurukh-Hindi primers have been published
by Narayan Oraon (see figs. 1-3 for excerpts from a primer from 2021) A Kurukh-Bengali primer
was published in 2016 by Mahesh Minz (see figs. 12–13). A newsletter called the Kurukh Times is
published regularly (see fig 9, 10). The script is used on covers of books (see fig. 14).

5. Institutional Support The Tribal Cultural Society, a philanthropic organization of the Tata Steel
Foundation, provides support for publications in Tolong Siki (see book covers in fig. 14).

6. Official Recognition Tolong Siki has received formal recognition in several states as one of the of-
ficial scripts for the Kurukh language (see, for example, the reference in fig. 6). On April 3, 2007, it
was recognized as the formal script for Kurukh by the government of Jharkhand (The Telegraph 2007).
In 2009, the state of Jharkhand permitted usage of the script for secondary school examinations (see
fig. 7). In February 2016, Jharkhand granted permission for the script to be used for writing univer-
sity examinations (see fig. 8). In 2017, the government of West Bengal recognized Tolong Siki as an
official script for Kurukh (The Hindu 2017).

Accordingly, this document is a formal proposal to include Tolong Siki in The Unicode Standard. Given the
stability of the script, the core repertoire presented in L2/10-106 remains unchanged. Major changes to the
proposed encoding include:

• Inclusion in the repertoire of the auspicious sign  ũggu
• Documentation of additional diacritics used for modifying consonant and vowel sounds
• Unification of Tolong Siki diacritics with common combining signs already encoded in Unicode
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2 The Script

Tolong Siki () is an alphabetic, left-to-right script. It is an invented writing system, but it
possesses structural and graphical features similar to other scripts that evolved organically from Brahmi.

There are 6 vowel letters ( sarah tōr):

     
i e u o a ā

There are 35 consonants (  harah tōr):

    
p ph b bh m

    
t th d dh n

    
ṭ ṭh ḍ ḍh ṇ

    
c ch j jh ñ

    
k kh g gh ṅ

    
y r l v n̰

    
s h x ṛ ṛh

As per the chart in fig. 5, the letter ha has the variant form. But, that is no longer used.

The arrangement of the consonant repertoire into classes based on the points of articulation is based on the
Brahmi pattern. However, the ordering of classes for the base consonant letters is reversed in Tolong Siki,
such that the first class consists of letters representing labial sounds instead of velars as in the Brahmi model.
Tolong Siki consonant letters are alphabetic, so they do not possess the inherent a.
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There is a full set of decimal digits:

         
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

There is an auspicious sign, which is a letter-like character similar to oṃ:


ũggu

Tolong Siki has several diacritics and special signs. The original set of signs is:

 ◌    ◌ 
selā mitalā talā / hecakā ghetalā sulā

vowel length sign consonant nasal sign glottal stop syllable separator foreign sound sign

◌  ◌ 
dugā pugā

consonant modifier consonant modifier

Additional diacritics were added in 2015:

◌  ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌ 
evã revã ilā uphā phavā

vowel nasalization cluster-final /r/ consonant modifier consonant modifier vowel modifier

◌  ◌ 
sẽva sengã

vowel nasalization length mark cconsonant nasalization length mark

There are no script-specific signs of punctuation; conventional Latin signs are commonly used. In some
cases, Devanagari danda-s are used as well.

. , ; ! ? -

gahala ṭuṛā ucari ṭuṛā micari ṭuṛā pacha
full stop comma semi-colon exclamation mark question mark hyphen
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2.1 Orthography

Vowel lengthening is indicated using  selā (alternately depicted as , see fig. 11), which is a letter-like mark
placed after a vowel letter:

     
/i:/ /e:/ /u:/ /o:/ /a:/ /ā:/

The a /ʔ/ glottal stop is indicated using the sign , a vertical bar which was formerly called talā, but is now
called hecakā. It is a letter-like mark placed after a vowel letter:

     
/iʔ/ /eʔ/ /uʔ/ /oʔ/ /eʔ/ /ā:ʔ/

Nasalization is indicated using ◌ mitalā and ◌  evã. The mitalā is used for indicating consonant nasals. This
sign is synonymous with the class nasal letter of the following consonant. It is placed above the base letter.
Below are examples of the same Kurukh word written with mitalā and with the respective class nasal:

   
   
/kaŋk/ /centʰ/ /paɲc/ /mentʰ/

Vowel nasalization was also marked using ◌ mitalā. But, in 2015, ◌  evã was introduced specifically for this
purpose. The evã is placed above a vowel letter. If there is another accompanying sign that is a spacing
mark, such as ◌ selā, the evã is positioned above the base.

           
/ĩ/ /ĩ:/ /ẽ/ /ẽ:/ /ũ/ /ũ:/ /õ/ /õ:/ /ã/ /ã:/ /ā̃/ /ā̃:/

The  ghetalā indicates a syllable boundary within a word:

 
/bannā/ /ban’nā/

The ◌  phavā is used for representing English vowel sounds, such as /ɔ/, semantically similar to the ◌ॅ U+0945
DEVANAGARI SIGN CANDRA E and ◌ॉ U+0949 DEVANAGARI SIGN CANDRA O:


/ɔfis/

Sounds not native to Kurukh are indicated using a variety of signs. There are two sets of these nukta-like
signs, which are reflective of orthographic conventions of different phases in the development of Tolong Siki.
Until 2015, the signs ◌ sulā, ◌  dugā, and ◌  pugā were used. The sulā is the common nukta, written beneath
a letter to represent sounds in Sanskrit and Urdu words. The dugā and pugā are used for more specialized
transcriptions. In 2015, a committee overseeing the development of Tolong Siki switched from ◌ dugā and
◌  pugā to the signs ◌  ilā, and ◌  uphā, respectively.
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Pre-2015        

Post-2015        

Value (Devanagari) क़् ग़् क्ष् ज़् फ़् व़् श् ष्

Although  r intrinsically represents /r/, a syllable-final /r/ is also written using the below-base sign ◌ revã.
The revã is also another innovation introduced in 2015.

     
/kr/ /tr/ /dr/ /ʃr/ /kri/

क््र त्र् द््र स्र् कृ / िक्र

3 Approach to Encoding Letter-Like Signs and Combining Signs

The fourteen letter-like and combining signs used throughout the different phases of the development of in
Tolong Siki resemble characters that are already encoded in Unicode.

The original set of signs are as follows, with their analogues in Unicode:

Name Function in Tolong Siki Analogous sign in Unicode

 selā vowel-length mark : U+003A COLON

◌  mitalā consonant nasal sign ◌̇ U+0307 COMBINING DOT ABOVE

 hecakā glottal stop | U+007C VERTICAL BAR
 ghetalā syllable separator ʼ U+02BC MODIFIER LETTER APOSTROPHE

◌  sulā modifier ◌ ̣U+0323 COMBINING DOT BELOW

◌  dugā consonant modifier ◌̄ U+0304 COMBINING MACRON

◌  pugā consonant modifier ◌̱ U+0331 COMBINING MACRON BELOW

Additional and replacement signs used from 2015 onwards, with their analogues in Unicode, are as follows:

Name Function in Tolong Siki Analogous sign in Unicode

◌  evā nasalization ◌̃ U+0303 COMBINING TILDE

◌  revā cluster-final /r/ ◌̰ U+0330 COMBINING TILDE BELOW

◌  ilā consonant modifier ◌̈ U+0308 COMBINING DIARESIS

◌  uphā consonant modifier ◌̤ U+0324 COMBINING DIARESIS BELOW

◌  phavā vowel modifier ◌̆ U+0306 COMBINING BREVE

◌  sẽva vowel modifier ◌̄ U+0304 COMBINING MACRON + ◌̃ U+0303 COMBINING TILDE

◌  sengã vowel modifier ◌̄ U+0304 COMBINING MACRON + ◌̇ U+0307 COMBINING DOT ABOVE
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Given the fact that all Tolong Siki diacritics are analogous with common combining signs that already exist
in Unicode, it is practical to unify them with the existing Unicode characters. This means that instead of
encoding, for example, mitalā as a unique character for Tolong Siki, the ◌̇ U+0307 COMBINING DOT ABOVE
would be used instead. Similarly, the ◌̃ U+0303 COMBINING TILDE would be used for evā. Designers of Tolong
Siki fonts would then be responsible for ensuring that the glyphs for COMBINING DOT ABOVE or COMBINING
TILDE would align with the overall aesthetics of the font.

Two characters are exceptions to the above; these should be encoding as distinct characters for Tolong Siki:

• The letter-like  selā: basic vowel lengthening, also has variant form ; usage of COLON would and selā
within the same text would hinder such distinctions

• The letter-like  hecakā: although visually similar to VERTICAL BAR, it represents a glottal stop and is,
therefore, semantic distinct

The recommendation to use common combining signs for Tolong Siki is not due to any specific aspects of
the script; rather, it is based on sumilar practices in Cyrillic, Greek, Osage, and a whole host of others scripts,
which regularly employ common combining signs for various purposes. The usage of these signs may have
distinctive meanings in each of these individual scripts. But, the nature of the common combining signs
offers users the ability and freedom to use diacritics freely.

In order to mix Latin text with diacritics and Tolong Siki — for example, for purposes of transliteration —
a separate font would be used for each script. Accordingly, in an input method for Tolong Siki, the keys for
the diacritics would be mapped to the respective code point for the combining signs.

The recommendation to unify combining signs is based on a similar approach taken for the encoding for
the Sunuwar script in Unicode (see Pandey 2021: L2/21-157R). For Tolong Siki, the available materials
strongly suggest that users and font designers are agreeable to using Latin diacritics. For example, in fig. 3 it
is apparent that the nasalization sign ◌ evā is semantically and graphically equivalent to ◌̃ U+0303 COMBINING
TILDE.

Additional notes:

• As the ◌  pugā does not join when there is sequential usage of the sign, it is appropriate to use ◌̱ U+0331
COMBINING MACRON BELOW instead of ◌̲ U+0331 COMBINING LOW LINE.

• The  hecakā is nearly, if not, completely identical to the digit  one. The two are distinguishable by
context.
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4 Proposed Character Repertoire

At present, the proposed repertoire for Tolong Siki consists of 54 characters: 41 letters, 2 letter-like marks,
1 auspicious sign, 10 digits:

Letters

Character Proposed Unicode Character Name

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER I

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER E

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER U

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER O

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER A

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER AA

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER P

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER PH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER B

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER BH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER M

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER T

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER TH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER D

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER DH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER N

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER TT

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER TTH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER DD

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER DDH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER NN

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER C

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER CH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER J

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER JH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER NY

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER K

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER KH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER G

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER GH

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER NG
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 TOLONG SIKI LETTER Y

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER R

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER L

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER V

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER NNY

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER S

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER H

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER X

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER RR

 TOLONG SIKI LETTER RRH

Modifier Signs

Character Proposed Unicode Character Name

 TOLONG SIKI SIGN SELA

 TOLONG SIKI SIGN HECAKA

Auspicious Sign

Character Proposed Unicode Character Name

 TOLONG SIKI UNGGA

Digits

Character Proposed Unicode Character Name

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ZERO

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ONE

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT TWO

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT THREE

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT FOUR

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT FIVE

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT SIX

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT SEVEN

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT EIGHT

 TOLONG SIKI DIGIT NINE
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4.1 Collation

The collating order for Tolong Siki is as follows:

 I <  E <  U <  O <  A <  AA <  P <  PH <  B <  BH <  M <

 T <  TH <  D <  DH <  N <  TT <  TTH <  DD <  DDH <

 NN <  C <  CH <  J <  JH <  NY <  K <  KH <  G <  GH <

 NG <  Y <  R <  L <  V <  NNY <  S <  H <  X <  RR <

 RHA <  UNGGA <  SELA <  HECAKA

5 Character Data

Character Properties: UnicodeData.txt

11DB0;TOLONG SIKI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB1;TOLONG SIKI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB2;TOLONG SIKI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB3;TOLONG SIKI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB4;TOLONG SIKI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB5;TOLONG SIKI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB6;TOLONG SIKI LETTER P;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB7;TOLONG SIKI LETTER PH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB8;TOLONG SIKI LETTER B;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DB9;TOLONG SIKI LETTER BH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DBA;TOLONG SIKI LETTER M;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DBB;TOLONG SIKI LETTER T;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DBC;TOLONG SIKI LETTER TH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DBD;TOLONG SIKI LETTER D;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DBE;TOLONG SIKI LETTER DH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DBF;TOLONG SIKI LETTER N;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC0;TOLONG SIKI LETTER TT;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC1;TOLONG SIKI LETTER TTH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC2;TOLONG SIKI LETTER DD;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC3;TOLONG SIKI LETTER DDH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC4;TOLONG SIKI LETTER NN;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC5;TOLONG SIKI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC6;TOLONG SIKI LETTER CH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC7;TOLONG SIKI LETTER J;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC8;TOLONG SIKI LETTER JH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DC9;TOLONG SIKI LETTER NY;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DCA;TOLONG SIKI LETTER K;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DCB;TOLONG SIKI LETTER KH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DCC;TOLONG SIKI LETTER G;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DCD;TOLONG SIKI LETTER GH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DCE;TOLONG SIKI LETTER NG;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DCF;TOLONG SIKI LETTER Y;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11DD0;TOLONG SIKI LETTER R;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD1;TOLONG SIKI LETTER L;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD2;TOLONG SIKI LETTER V;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD3;TOLONG SIKI LETTER NNY;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD4;TOLONG SIKI LETTER S;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD5;TOLONG SIKI LETTER H;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD6;TOLONG SIKI LETTER X;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD7;TOLONG SIKI LETTER RR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD8;TOLONG SIKI LETTER RRH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DD9;TOLONG SIKI SIGN SELA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DDA;TOLONG SIKI SIGN HECAKA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DDB;TOLONG SIKI UNGGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11DE0;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11DE1;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11DE2;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11DE3;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11DE4;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11DE5;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11DE6;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11DE7;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
11DE8;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11DE9;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;

Linebreaking Properties: LineBreak.txt

11DB0..11DDB;AL # Lo [44] TOLONG SIKI LETTER I..TOLONG SIKI UNGGA
11DE0..11DE9;NU # Nd [10] TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ZERO..TOLONG SIKI DIGIT NINE

Internal ‘Confusable’ Characters

11DDA;TOLONG SIKI SIGN HECAKA ; 11DE1;TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ONE
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Vowel letters
11DB0  TOLONG SIKI LETTER I
11DB1  TOLONG SIKI LETTER E
11DB2  TOLONG SIKI LETTER U
11DB3  TOLONG SIKI LETTER O
11DB4  TOLONG SIKI LETTER A
11DB5  TOLONG SIKI LETTER AA

Consonant letters
11DB6  TOLONG SIKI LETTER PA
11DB7  TOLONG SIKI LETTER PHA
11DB8  TOLONG SIKI LETTER BA
11DB9  TOLONG SIKI LETTER BHA
11DBA  TOLONG SIKI LETTER MA
11DBB  TOLONG SIKI LETTER TA
11DBC  TOLONG SIKI LETTER THA
11DBD  TOLONG SIKI LETTER DA
11DBE  TOLONG SIKI LETTER DHA
11DBF  TOLONG SIKI LETTER NA
11DC0  TOLONG SIKI LETTER TTA
11DC1  TOLONG SIKI LETTER TTHA
11DC2  TOLONG SIKI LETTER DDA
11DC3  TOLONG SIKI LETTER DDHA
11DC4  TOLONG SIKI LETTER NNA
11DC5  TOLONG SIKI LETTER CA
11DC6  TOLONG SIKI LETTER CHA
11DC7  TOLONG SIKI LETTER JA
11DC8  TOLONG SIKI LETTER JHA
11DC9  TOLONG SIKI LETTER NYA
11DCA  TOLONG SIKI LETTER KA
11DCB  TOLONG SIKI LETTER KHA
11DCC  TOLONG SIKI LETTER GA
11DCD  TOLONG SIKI LETTER GHA
11DCE  TOLONG SIKI LETTER NGA
11DCF  TOLONG SIKI LETTER YA
11DD0  TOLONG SIKI LETTER RA
11DD1  TOLONG SIKI LETTER LA
11DD2  TOLONG SIKI LETTER VA
11DD3  TOLONG SIKI LETTER NNYA
11DD4  TOLONG SIKI LETTER SA
11DD5  TOLONG SIKI LETTER HA
11DD6  TOLONG SIKI LETTER XA
11DD7  TOLONG SIKI LETTER RRA
11DD8  TOLONG SIKI LETTER RRHA

Special marks
11DD9  TOLONG SIKI SIGN SELA

= vowel length mark
11DDA  TOLONG SIKI SIGN HECAKA

• also called tala
= glottal stop

Auspicious sign
11DDB  TOLONG SIKI UNGGA

Digits
11DE0  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ZERO
11DE1  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT ONE
11DE2  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT TWO
11DE3  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT THREE
11DE4  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT FOUR
11DE5  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT FIVE
11DE6  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT SIX
11DE7  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT SEVEN
11DE8  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT EIGHT
11DE9  TOLONG SIKI DIGIT NINE

Printed using UniBook™
(http://www.unicode.org/unibook/)

11DEFTolong Siki11DB0
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Figure 1: Chart of Tolong Siki (provided by Narayan Oraon, March 2021).
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Figure 2: Chart of Tolong Siki (provided by Narayan Oraon, March 2021).
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Figure 3: Chart of Tolong Siki (provided by Narayan Oraon, March 2021).
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Figure 4: Chart of Tolong Siki (from TolongSiki.com).
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Figure 5: Chart of Tolong Siki published by Francis Ekka (2007: 4). This document illustrates the
overall stability of the basic letters, digits, and primary signs of the script over the past 15 years. It
also shows the diacritics that were used in the early phases of the script.
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Figure 6: A letter submitted by the Government of Jharkhand to the central government in 2003,
requesting the inclusion of Santhali, Mundari, Ho, and Kurukh in the Eighth Schedule of the Con-
stitution of India. The underline occurs in a sentence about the scripts associated with the afore-
mentioned languages: “The script for the Santhali language is ‘Ol Chiki’, the script for Mundari is
‘Devanagari‘, the script for Ho is ‘Varang Kshiti’, the script for Oraon / Kurukh is ‘Tolong Siki’.”
Document courtesy of Ashwin Kumar Kispotta.
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Figure 7: Announcement published in 2009 by the Jharkhand Academic Council permitting the
usage of Tolong Siki in secondary school examinations. Document courtesy of Ashwin Kumar
Kispotta.
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Figure 8: Announcement published in 2016 by the Jharkhand Academic Council permitting the
usage of Tolong Siki in university examinations. Document courtesy of Ashwin Kumar Kispotta.
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Figure 9: Content page from the Kurukh Times, January – March 2022 edition, showing text in
Tolong Siki, Devanagari, and Latin scripts.
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Figure 10: Page from Kurukh Times, January – March 2022 edition, containing poetry written in
Kurukh.
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TOLONG SIKI Basic Rules of Letters   T.y.v lbdbT.y.v lbdbT.y.v lbdbT.y.v lbdb    
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dgkuh 
lksus dh v.Ms nsus okyh eqxhZ 

¼¼¼¼l.uw xqgb cb pbm {,Ej½½½½    
    

.UV, xmlu .uV, dqrYb {,Ej jqgpwA 
vksaVs vkyl xqlu vksaVs drM+h [k+sj jgpkA wn mjeb myyw 
.uV, l.uw xwgb cb VbYJw yqx;wA vkn mehZ 
mYyk vksaVs lksuk xgh ch fVM+vk yfx;kA w wyql ?.dqJw 
g,yqjql dw ,Uu, .uV, .uV, cb rb 
/uqxqj pwaY, i.yy.l ewuwA ewuwA ewuwA ewuwA vk vkyl ?kksdvk 
gsYyjl dk ,Uus vksaVs vksaVs ch rh /kuxj pkM+sa iksYyksl eukA [wu, wl [wu, wl [wu, wl [wu, wl 

Bwuqpwl dw [,Bwuqpwl dw [,Bwuqpwl dw [,Bwuqpwl dw [,Ejwu ibVwj nwjw wnb jwu ibVwj nwjw wnb jwu ibVwj nwjw wnb jwu ibVwj nwjw wnb 

xwgb dmy rb mjeb cb;wu .xwgb dmy rb mjeb cb;wu .xwgb dmy rb mjeb cb;wu .xwgb dmy rb mjeb cb;wu .B.jJ.l 
cbl.lA [k+us vkl Bkupl dk vkl [k+sjku fiVj njk vnh xgh dwy rh mehZ 
fc;ku vksÉksjvj fclkslA wl [,Ejwu ,Ycb;ql] [qu, 
xw .uV, gma cb ewy m[j[wA vkl [k+sjku ,M+fc;l] 
[k+us xk vksaVs gwa ch ey m[kkZA b y,[qJw wl /wuxwj xw 
i.yywl ewuw] ig,a mejb myyw t, 
.uV, .uV, cb [wd[w yxb;l wnbu 
gma c,aYw cwpwl pbpwlA  b ys[kvk vkl /kuxj xk 
iksYykl euk] igsa mehZ mYyk ts vksaVs vksaVs ch [k+D[kk yfx;l vfnu gwa csaM+k ckpl 
fpPplA 
woqux, ymcqgb ewy uquw pwgbA voaxs yqcgh 
ey eaUuk pkgh A 
 
 
 

Figure 11: A Kurukh story printed in Tolong Siki with intralinear transliteration in Devanagari
(from Ekka 2007: 13). Note the depiction of  sela as the  form with open circles.
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Figure 12: A Tolong Siki primer in Bengali, showing the basic vowel letters and representations of
vowel length (Minz 2016: 7).
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Figure 13: Excerpt from a Tolong Siki primer in Bengali, showing representation of consonant
clusters (Minz 2016: 30).
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Figure 14: Tolong Siki used as primary title on covers of books, along with other scripts. Images
courtesy of Aswin Kumar Kispotta.
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